A review of the characteristics of dietary fibers relevant to appetite and energy intake outcomes in human intervention trials
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ABSTRACT
Background: Many intervention studies have tested the effect of dietary fibers (DFs) on appetite-related outcomes, with inconsistent results. However, DFs comprise a wide range of compounds with diverse properties, and the specific contribution of these to appetite control is not well characterized.

Objective: The influence of specific DF characteristics [i.e., viscosity, gel-forming capacity, fermentability, or molecular weight (MW)] on appetite-related outcomes was assessed in healthy humans.

Design: Controlled human intervention trials that tested the effects of well-characterized DFs on appetite ratings or energy intake were identified from a systematic search of literature. Studies were included only if they reported 1) DF name and origin and 2) data on viscosity, gelling properties, fermentability, or MW of the DF materials or DF-containing matrices.

Results: A high proportion of the potentially relevant literature was excluded because of lack of adequate DF characterization. In total, 49 articles that met these criteria were identified, which reported 90 comparisons of various DFs in foods, beverages, or supplements in acute or sustained-exposure trials. In 51 of the 90 comparisons, the DF-containing material of interest was efficacious for ≥1 appetite-related outcome. Reported differences in material viscosity, MW, or fermentability did not clearly correspond to differences in efficacy, whereas gel-forming DF sources were consistently efficacious (but with very few comparisons).

Conclusions: The overall inconsistent relations of DF properties with respect to efficacy may reflect variation in measurement methodology, nature of the DF preparation and matrix, and study designs. Methods of DF characterization, incorporation, and study design are too inconsistent to allow generalized conclusions about the effects of DF properties on appetite and preclude the development of reliable, predictive, structure-function relations. Improved standards for characterization and reporting of DF sources and DF-containing materials are strongly recommended for future studies on the effects of DF on human physiology. This trial was registered at http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO as CRD42015015336. Am J Clin Nutr 2017;106:747–754.

INTRODUCTION

Various dietary recommendations and position reports urge individuals to consume adequate amounts of dietary fiber (DF) from a variety of sources (1). In observational studies, an increased intake of DF was associated with lower body weight (2, 3) or less weight gain (4). Almost 40 y ago, Van Itallie (5) noted the potentially beneficial role of DF in appetite control and recommended clinical investigations to assess the contribution of specific DFs in the prevention of obesity. DFs might affect appetite and energy intake (EI) directly through physical effects in
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the gut [e.g. viscosity or gel formation (6)] or via effects of metabolites (short-chain fatty acids) resulting from fermentation of DF by gut bacteria (7). These DF functionalities, in turn, depend on the molecular properties of the DF and its interactions within the food and gastrointestinal milieu. Structural and functional DF properties with potential influences on appetite are shown in Figure 1. Although DF could affect EI directly, it is also possible that DF could influence appetite without a corresponding direct effect on EI. Reduced eating motivations per se may be beneficial in some situations (e.g., reducing dysphoria and improving compliance within the context of a controlled-energy weight-control regimen) (8).

In short- and long-term intervention studies, the reported effects of DFs on appetite and EI are variable (9, 10). This is not surprising, because DFs include a wide array of poly- and oligosaccharides with different composition and structure that occur intact in foods, or are extracted as mixtures or isolated as individual compounds of varying molecular weight (MW) (11, 12). Previous reviews classified and compared DFs by general class type and generic characteristics rather than by using the confirmed properties of DFs—actually measured and reported in studies—as the basis for analysis.

To date, to our knowledge, no comprehensive review has focused on elucidating which specific DF properties are most relevant for, and reliably predictive of, efficacy for reducing appetite and EI. Effects on these outcomes may be mediated by a number of mechanisms, potentially differing over acute and longer-term time frames (10, 13, 14). The way in which DF influences these mechanisms is highly dependent on its specific chemical and physical characteristics and the food matrix in which it is found. However, the specific source and nature of the DFs used in nutritional studies are often inadequately described, and their chemical and physical properties are very rarely tested and reported. This leads to uncertainty with regard to the exact nature of the DF tested, hinders attempts to explain variation in results in different experimental settings, and fails to advance the development of predictive structure-function relations for DF and health-related outcomes.

The underlying hypothesis of this work is that a specific source and dose of any particular DF can be seen as a vehicle for delivery for a set of physical and chemical conditions in the gastrointestinal tract that can affect appetite and EI. Our objective was therefore to assess the evidence for effects of specific DF characteristics on appetite and EI. To achieve this, we conducted a review in which a clear specification of the DF source used and its properties was among the inclusion criteria.

METHODS

This review was registered on the PROSPERO International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (registration CRD42015015336).

Data sources and searches

The full search strategy is described in Supplemental Materials. Although the systematic approach used here attempted to be comprehensive, the primary objective was to ensure that we identified a large, unbiased, representative sample of the literature. In brief, the MEDLINE (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/) and FSTA (https://foodinfo.ifis.org/fsta) databases were searched for studies published in English from 2005 to May 2016. Potentially relevant studies published before 2005 were identified from other current systematic and narrative reviews (9, 10, 15). Wanders et al. (10) used a search strategy and databases closely similar to those used here, whereas Clark and Slavin (9) used a somewhat more concise set of search terms.

Study selection

Intervention trials of any duration in apparently healthy adults (i.e., not patient populations) that examined the consumption of foods or diets where a treatment with a quantitative or qualitative difference in DF was compared with an appropriate control, with respect to appetite or EI, were included. For the purpose of this work, “appetite” is used as a generic term and refers to any self-reported feelings of hunger, satiety, fullness, desire to eat, etc., usually measured by using visual analog scales or comparable methods (16), and EI could be directly measured (e.g., weighed intake in the laboratory) or recorded by free-living subjects. The study selection was conducted in 2 screening phases. In the first phase of screening, the title and abstract of each article retrieved by the literature search were checked by pairs of scientists working independently (DJM, KK, RES, and SM-K). The article was taken to the second phase when either member of a pair judged it appropriate for further consideration.

FIGURE 1  Structural and functional properties of DF and effects on eating behavior. DF, dietary fiber; MW, molecular weight.
In the second phase of screening, pairs of scientists (AE, DJM, JLS, KK, KSP, RES, SF, and SPP) individually evaluated the full text of each article identified in the first phase. A third reviewer resolved discrepancies in opinions with regard to inclusion of an article. Articles were excluded if the studies described were not original research publications of randomized controlled trials, if there was no appetite- or EI-related outcome, or if the DF source was not adequately described. At a minimum, adequate description required the DF name and origin plus ≥1 measure of the following properties: viscosity, gel formation, MW, or fermentability. Articles were included if they referred to another publication where this information was reported for the identical test material. Unlike the other properties considered, there is no established or direct quantitative physicochemical measure of “fermentability,” and we therefore accepted a measurement of breath hydrogen as indication of the in vivo fermentability of DFs used in trials (17).

Data extraction and quality assessment

For the review approach, we followed the checklist and flowchart of the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines (18). For each eligible study described in an article, data were extracted on the characterization of DF (source of DF, DF characterization method, food matrix, amount of DF, and confirmatory data for viscosity, gel formation, fermentation, or MW), along with the study design, nature and timing of outcome measures (e.g., appetite or EI), and an indication of the reporting of any significant effect (or not) on appetite or EI outcomes. Almost all of the studies reported appetite data as AUCs or similar time-averaged analysis, and this was used as the primary outcome when available. In the data synthesis, we treated a dose-response test of the same specific DF as a single comparison (test of a property), whereas tests of different DFs or DF preparations (e.g., different food vehicles) were considered separate comparisons, even if they were reported as part of the same experiment. This was done to prevent a loss of fidelity that would occur by combining treatments with completely different DF materials and properties. In addition, a “reduction” in appetite refers to a reduction in reported hunger or desire to eat, and/or an increase in satiety, fullness, etc., and the individual rating scales are only mentioned where relevant. Because the studies largely focused on the potential of DF to reduce appetite or EI, we characterized a significant reduction in either of these as a “beneficial” effect direction and a significant increase as a “detrimental” effect direction. Almost all of the acute studies used a similar “preload” design (16). However, given the more complex and variable nature of the sustained-exposure trials, 2 assessors (DJM and CFMM) independently undertook a concise assessment of potential risk-of-bias elements.

RESULTS

Eligible studies

The numbers of articles identified at each stage of the search and screening are shown in Figure 2. The primary reason for rejecting potentially eligible articles (149 of 322 articles in the second screening phase) was insufficient description of the DF.
The 49 articles that met our eligibility criteria included 90 DF comparisons in 40 acute (<1 d) and 12 sustained-exposure experiments, as summarized in Supplemental Table 1. Many of the included articles compared several different DF preparations, and some assessed >1 DF property. The majority of studies contained some form of an acute "preload" protocol, with or without a subsequent test meal, and therefore were not greatly differentiated in terms of basic design elements (16). However, the sustained trials were more complex and variable. A risk-of-bias assessment of these trials is reported in Supplemental Table 2. Key issues were frequent lack of power calculations (and few studies were powered for the outcomes relevant to this review), and missing or unclear intention-to-treat analyses.

Overall effects of DF on appetite and EI

Of the 90 DF comparisons studied, 51 resulted in ≥1 report of a significant beneficial effect on appetite, EI, or both (Supplemental Table 1). Table 1 shows the aggregated proportions of DF comparisons per property that reported efficacious, beneficial (as well as any significant report of "detrimental") outcomes for appetite or EI in acute and sustained-exposure study designs.

Relation of different DF characteristics to appetite and EI outcomes

**Viscosity**

The largest proportion of studies (31 articles with 54 DF comparisons on appetite, EI, or both; Supplemental Table 1) dealt with DF characterized for viscosity, measured on DF ingredient or the test product, and either "as eaten" or under simulated gastric conditions at variable DF concentrations. The physical matrix containing a variable amount of DF or under simulated gastric conditions. The great majority of evidence was from acute designs (2–24 h), in which greater product or gastrointestinal viscosity derived from DF resulted in a reported significant beneficial effect on appetite or EI measures in approximately one-half (27 of 49) or one-third (9 of 25) of the comparisons, respectively (Table 1). Only one comparison resulted in effects in the opposite direction (i.e., a significantly increased effect on appetite for a test product containing a higher-viscosity DF) (19). Although there were only a small number of comparisons that investigated sustained exposure to DF characterized for viscosity, these also suggested more consistently beneficial effects on appetite than EI (3 of 4 compared with 1 of 4 studies, respectively; Table 1).

The DF sources used to study the effects of viscosity varied greatly, including guar and locust bean gum, pectin, psyllium, alginate, and cereal β-glucan (Supplemental Table 1). Beverages were the most common food form used in the viscosity-related experiments (27 comparisons on DF in beverages and 6 testing combined beverage plus other products). The doses of DF reported as efficacious for appetite ranged from 0.25 g alginate (20) to 19.8 g alginate (21). For tests of beverages, the viscosity of the experimental DF products ranged from 33 to 56,500 millipascal-seconds (mPa·s) (Supplemental Table 1). The viscosity of the control beverage was either <1.0 mPa·s or in the range of ~30–60 mPa·s, with the exception of 1 study with a control with a viscosity as high as 2300 mPa·s (22). Significant appetite-decreasing effects were reported when DF treatments had product viscosities as low as 31.6 (23) or 55 mPa·s (24) against control beverages with viscosities of ≤1.5 mPa·s.

The methods applied for viscosity measurements were variable and were conducted either directly by using the liquid food matrix containing a variable amount of DF or under simulated gastric conditions at variable DF concentrations. The physical parameters applied in viscosity measurements also varied widely, with most using single-point shear rates typically in the range of 10–50 s⁻¹, a temperature of 20°C or 37°C, and a pH that was either not adjusted or adjusted to acidic (simulated gastric) conditions. The 10 articles that measured viscosity under gastric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DF property and exposure</th>
<th>Number of DF comparisons generating a significant “beneficial” outcome for appetite or ≥1 appetite rating per total number of DF comparisons</th>
<th>Number of DF comparisons generating a significant “detrimental” outcome for EI or for ≥1 appetite rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute tests</td>
<td>27 of 49</td>
<td>9 of 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustained tests</td>
<td>3 of 4</td>
<td>1 of 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute tests</td>
<td>4 of 4</td>
<td>1 of 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustained tests</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1 of 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fermentability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute tests</td>
<td>8 of 26</td>
<td>2 of 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustained tests</td>
<td>4 of 4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute tests</td>
<td>14 of 19</td>
<td>3 of 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustained tests</td>
<td>4 of 5</td>
<td>1 of 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Reductions or increases in appetite or EI were characterized as a “beneficial” or “detrimental” effect, respectively. Note that the sum of comparisons for all 4 properties exceeds the 90 DF comparisons mentioned in text and reported in Supplemental Table 1 because some comparisons tested >1 DF property. DF, dietary fiber; EI, energy intake; MW, molecular weight.
conditions were mainly aimed at characterizing the properties of DF consumed in solid-food matrices. The variable ranges, matrices, and methods for viscosity precluded direct comparison of reported viscosity values and the identification of a specific or universally applicable product threshold viscosity for efficacy.

**Gel formation**

We found 5 articles (with 5 DF comparisons on appetite, EI, or both) that reported on DF characterized for gelling (Supplemental Table 1). All 4 acute comparisons with gelling DF reported a significant beneficial effect on appetite ratings (Table 1). Evidence of a beneficial effect on EI was reported in 1 of the 2 acute comparisons as well as in the only sustained study in which it was measured (Table 1). All of these studies used alginate with a source of calcium for their gel-forming properties, and often both viscosity and gel strength were measured under acidic, simulated gastric conditions. The dose of alginate used to achieve the effect in studies in which gel strength was reported was 1.5–19.8 g (Supplemental Table 1). A further article (20) reported that the addition of 0.25 g alginate to a control drink produced rapid gelling and had a significant effect on appetite, but actual gel strength was not measured. Given that the physical properties of alginate can change dramatically when exposed to acidic conditions, the articles generally concluded that apparent gastrointestinal rheology of the DF preparations was more important than their properties under preingestion product conditions.

**Fermentability**

On the basis of the reporting of breath hydrogen, we identified 14 articles with 30 DF comparisons testing the efficacy of DF fermentability on appetite, EI, or both (Supplemental Table 1). Results from acute studies were mixed for both appetite and EI outcomes, with the majority of tests (18 of 26 for appetite and 9 of 11 for EI) reporting no significant effect (Table 1). In contrast, all of the 4 sustained tests reported a significant beneficial effect on an appetite outcome, although none reported significant effects on EI. It should, however, be noted that in one study (25) increases in breath hydrogen observed in acute testing were not apparent after the sustained exposure and therefore the “fermentability” of the DF intervention when tested after sustained exposure was (by our criterion) not actually confirmed.

The doses used in the tests of fermentable DF ranged from 8–10 g (25–27) to 20–30 g (28–32) and ≤56 g DF (33). Most of the studies used inulin, oligofructose, and other oligosaccharides, but inherent DFs of rye and barley kernels were also tested (7, 30, 34).

**MW**

Data from 15 articles with 24 DF comparisons of effects of higher and lower MW DFs on appetite, EI, or both showed mixed results (Supplemental Table 1). Most of the acute (14 of 19) and sustained (4 of 5) tests reported significant beneficial changes in appetite ratings for a higher MW DF (Table 1). Only in 1 case did the inclusion of DF (an oat β-glucan with an MW of 80 kDa) have a detrimental effect on satiety (35). Significant beneficial effects of higher MW on EI were observed only in a small number of acute (3 of 10) and sustained (1 of 3) tests (Table 1).

A higher MW as a property itself did not consistently reduce appetite, because some DF preparations with an MW of only 5 kDa (36, 37) reduced hunger, whereas a DF with an MW of 80 kDa decreased satiety (35). Furthermore, when the same DF preparation was used in high-MW and low-MW variants, the results were not consistent (18, 38). The control treatments were variable in these studies, and sometimes even when the DF MW was reported, this was not in scope for the study objective but rather the effect of other characteristics (e.g., food matrix properties) (39–42).

**DISCUSSION**

This review of well-characterized DF interventions confirms that although these are sometimes found to be efficacious for reducing appetite or EI, outcomes are not consistent or predictable from the DF properties considered. Of 90 DF comparisons, 51 indicated that DF characterized for viscosity, gelling, fermentability, MW, or a combination of these, had a beneficial effect on appetite ratings or EI. Gelling DF showed the most consistent beneficial effects on appetite, but these results were derived from only 5 comparisons. Conversely, fermentable DFs were least consistently efficacious. However, overall, the results varied considerably and there was no clear relation of reported properties with efficacy.

Although the results confirm that some DF interventions reduce appetite or EI, this effect was far from reliable, especially given the liberal criterion applied for the measured outcomes. In our analysis, we classified a treatment as efficacious on the basis of a single significant beneficial outcome (e.g., one appetite rating). Supplemental Table 1 shows that, in many cases, the overall results were actually more mixed, including examples in which most scales indicated a lack of significant efficacy (40, 43). Most acute studies are based on a standard basic design (16), but differences in a number of specific features within this design could introduce variability in the outcomes (44). The assessed risk of bias in sustained-exposure trials was generally low, but potential issues were apparent for power and (lack of) use of intention-to-treat analyses. In addition, the reliance on self-reported dietary intakes in most of the sustained-exposure studies could affect the quality and sensitivity of EI data.

Because a large proportion of original research that tested the effects of DF on appetite or EI outcomes did not adequately report the characterization of DF sources and properties, many of the studies included in other current reviews (9, 10, 15, 45) were not included here. Our inclusion criteria add a layer of scientific underpinning to the conclusions of earlier systematic reviews. Wanders et al. (10) reported somewhat more positive results for viscous fibers but also noted the poor consistency of evidence. Clark and Slavin (9) reported that a minority of DF interventions were efficacious and that “Neither fiber type nor fiber dose were related to satiety response or food intake.”

Differences in the measurement of DF properties were also apparent: for example, viscosity measurements varied considerably (temperature, shear rate, hydration time, etc.). Properties were often reported only for the DF itself and not in the final food or beverage matrix. In addition, in some cases, properties were measured at ambient “product” conditions or under simulated gastric conditions, the latter probably being more relevant to postprandial physiologic effects. This is especially true in the case of alginates, which change in their properties from liquid to gel under gastric conditions (46).
We included fermentability as a DF characteristic of interest, alongside directly measurable physicochemical properties. This raises several issues. No other measures of confirming DF fermentability were identified in the selected studies other than breath hydrogen measurement as part of the clinical trial, 3–24 h after DF intake. In vitro measurements indicative of DF fermentability (47) could possibly be used in future studies to determine its relations with appetite. The physiologic time frame required for fermentation to occur may preclude the observation of significant behavioral effects within the typical 3- to 4-h acute experimental time frame (48, 49). This may also explain why fermentability had more consistently positive effects on appetite in sustained compared with acute exposures (28, 29, 34). It is also possible that some variation in efficacy within and between populations could be influenced by variation in the microflora or changes in this with sustained exposures.

There was some degree of variation in the study designs used, although the majority of acute studies applied a relatively established fixed “preload” design, followed by appetite ratings, with or without a subsequent ad libitum test meal (16). The follow-up time in these single-preload acute studies varied from 2 to 24 h, the latter affording opportunity to observe any so-called second meal effects later in the day (7, 30, 32, 34). Furthermore, studies varied in the nature of the delivery (food matrix or supplement) and doses and control treatments used. In many cases, the type and content of DF in the control product or background diet were unclear or not reported. DF exposure was often compared with no added DF (50–53), although sometimes with another type of DF (52, 54–56), with the same DF processed differently (23, 57, 58), or with different food formats (40, 43). The trials with sustained exposures were far more variable in terms of the frequency, duration, and nature of exposures (supplements or foods). Background diets pose another challenge, because they always contain other sources of DF and studies usually tested additions of DF above this.

As noted here and by others (15), most studies tested extracted or isolated DFs. However, experiments that used DFs inherently present as part of intact foods were also included (30, 34, 59). The DF quantities used in acute studies were most often in the range of 3–12 g, which represents 10–40% of the recommended daily intake of DF (1). Because the total DF intake is typically gathered from several meals and several DF sources, it may be challenging and unrealistic to serve the recommended daily amount in a single load. In some cases, servings of extracted or isolated DFs at lower amounts (generally <3–5 g) produced significant beneficial effects on appetite; however, doses as high as 56.7 g were also used (33).

The major strength of the current review was the selection of studies on the basis of a clear description of the DF source and confirmation (i.e., measurement) of properties hypothesized to influence appetite or EI. This places clear emphasis on generating predictable structure-function relations of DFs rather than the empirical testing of particular DF mixes. This understanding is warranted to advance knowledge on the role of DFs in nutrition, and for improved specification and preclinical testing of food components that potentially have physiologic functions relevant for specific health-related outcomes.

On the other hand, the criteria we applied excluded a large number of otherwise well-conducted clinical trials because of a lack of characterization of the DF used. Often, the description of DF in nutrition research is still limited to a generic type or source name (“flax fiber,” “oat bran,” “alginate,” “guar gum,” etc.), without apparent realization that these encompass a very wide range of materials with different polymer structures, MWs, and complexity, and correspondingly varying effects in the gastrointestinal tract. Such limited descriptions leave uncertainty about what was actually tested and make direct replication and generalization of results virtually impossible. Even where the DF itself is specified, the physicochemical properties are rarely confirmed in the test food, which leaves little basis for predicting (e.g., from benchtop tests) the likely efficacy of the same DF in other formats.

A further limitation of our approach is that DFs are classified only according to the physicochemical characteristics tested, without any consideration of whether the differences in DF characteristics were sufficiently large or appropriate to test for an eating-inhibitory effect. For example, the absence of beneficial effects of an oat β-glucan with an MW of 80 kDa (35) may not be very surprising when the average MW (~2,000,000 Da) and associated viscosity of natural oat β-glucans are much higher (60). On the other hand, a point shown by this review is that we lack the data for specific properties (measured in specific ways) to make these judgments a priori.

In conclusion, the results here show inconsistencies in the effects of DF properties on appetite and EI and the need for improved standardization for the specification, characterization, and reporting of DF used in nutrition intervention studies. At the very least, we would recommend that the exact materials are described in a way that allows sourcing and replication, along with the quantities (background diet and intervention) and the matrix and manner of incorporation, accompanied by explicit reference to physicochemical properties measured in a way that is standardized and relevant to the putative physiologic effects. We note that guidelines for the use and reporting of other complex materials, such as botanical supplements, have been in place (and adopted by this Journal) for many years (61). Similar guidance applied to DF is essential to develop mechanistic knowledge and more reliable prediction of the effects of specific DFs in nutrition.
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